Breeden Endowed Grant Program
Application Selection Rubric 2014

APPLICATION INFORMATION

A Application Type - insert "x" in cell of next column
--Instructional Project
--Travel for Teaching and Learning Enhancement

B Applicant's Name - insert in next row

C Amount Requested - insert in next column - Travel ($2K) Instructional ($4K)

D Applicant is qualified - insert faculty status in next column
--Tenure-track, tenured, clinical, adjunct, etc.

F Preference for early career, pre-tenured - insert "yes" or "no" in cell of next column

SCORING

1 Previous Breeden Award Recipient - 2 points if "no"

2 Preference for early career, pre-tenured - 3 points if "yes"

3 Abstract
--Abstract reflects proposal (100 words or less; representative of proposal)
Score (max 2)

4 Narrative: Instructional Merit

The objectives of the project or travel have the potential to benefit teaching and learning:
--Clear impact on faculty member, students, and department. (6 pts)
--The number of students and courses involved (6 pts)
--Use of new/innovative instructional methods. (6 pts)
--Potential impact of project beyond the period of the grant. (6 pts)
--Idea has potential to be adopted by other instructors. (6 pts)
Score (max 30)

5 Narrative: Procedures and Timeline
--Procedures and timeline for completing project or travel are provided and feasible.
Score (max 3)

6 Narrative: Assessment and Dissemination of Effectiveness
--Assessment and dissemination plan is provided and has potential to be effective.
Score (max 5)

7 Narrative: Budget
--Detailed budget and budget justification is provided and expenditures are listed by item or category.
Score (max 5)

Total Score - calculated by Excel spreadsheet or by hand (max 50)

Recommendation - record in next column: Fund, Partially Fund, Do not fund

Comments: